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7Pad Midi IN and Out with USB cable 
As of version 1.191 of 7Pad, the connection Midi IN and Out can be carried out by USB 

interface midi. When possible, the use of a cable improves the performance and stability of the 
connection. In addition, the use of a standard USB to MIDI interface allows the control of external 
sound modules of all types without the need to use a PC. 
You will need   : 
              An OTG USB adapter cable   : Very easy to find and inexpensive, it allows to adapt the 
micro USB output of the Android device to a standard USB socket   : 

An USB interface to Midi (DIN standard), it will itself be connected to the USB OTG 
adapter and will usually be powered by the Android device. You can use any type of interface 
provided that your Android device supports the power of this one. 



When you first connect it, you will need to tell Android that you want to use 7Pad with this USB 
device   : 

Then, it is necessary to indicate to 7Pad the use of the cable USB for the connection Midi 
out   , in the category   : Midi out from the menu «   Settings   ", check the box   : "   Use cable usb 
midi out   "

Finally, click on the Midi out connection button in the piano view to start the MIDI connection and 
cut the internal sound of 7Pad   : 

Midi connection button out (left) in the disconnected state and connected right image. 

Congratulations you have connected 7Pad and your midi interface, you just need to use the same 
standard MIDI cable input with your synthesizer to control it with 7Pad. 



Midi Input with USB :

Connecting a keyboard for input is very simple : 

Use the USB OTG cable described in ‘midi in an out with USB ‘ section of this tutorial. Plug in a 
midi Input keyboard (USB midi interface or USB keyboard) and you are ready to play scale notes 
and  one finger chords with your keyboard with the benefit of direct play for velocity plus keyboard 
mod-wheel and pitch-bend transmission.

Midi  specific features : 

Midi mute : all notes will stop playing by long pressing the Pad or Piano icon on the left of 
the piano view when midi out is connected.

Midi In chord sustain : touch the USB icon on the right of the piano view to switch between 
Sustain enabled or disabled. When enabled, the last chord you play is never stop.



Midi clock input and Ableton Link

Using either 7Pad wireless connected  to 7PadMidi Server on a PC or 7Pad connected with a USB 
cable, you can synchronize the application with Midi clock (Input only) in slave mode receiving 
from an external master sequencer : Check the box "Midi clock synchro" in the "settings" menu. 
The Start / Stop and Midi clock commands then received via the server or the USB input midi cable
are used to synchronize the application.

while using wireless network, it is recommended to use Ableton Link which offers a more precise 
synchronization.  Enable the Link button to start using it, connected peers sum is displayed under 
the button.

If Link is activated
in addition to midi clock synchronization, then you take advantage Ableton Link stability and 
precision, while midi  start / stop commands are also taken into account.

If you synchronize via midi USB with a master sequencer, it is better to use midi clock, more 
responsive for this type of connection.



7Pad output midi channels :
7Pad by default, transmits midi information on the following separate channels:

Pad, chords and songs: 1 Midi Canal
Pad, in mono: Midi Canal 2
Piano and CC controllers: Canal Midi 3

The range of midi channels can be changed if needed using the menu “Send to Midi 
channels”, this  is convenient if you want to play multiple instances of 7Pad on multiple devices 
connected at the same time.

7PadMidi wifi connection with the PC – Windows example

If you can not use a cable, play with a wifi connection instead. The first configuration required may
seem difficult, but worth the joy of driving your wireless connected midi devices with 7Pad.

You will need:
Java must be installed and accessible from the application directory,
In case of problems, type java -version at a command prompt to verify the Java installation.

7PadMidi server can be downloaded at :
http://www.sevenpad-music-app.top/midi-control/

 Unzip  the 7PadMidi.zip file in the folder of your choice.

A virtual Midi cable is recommended:
http://www.google.com/search?q=virtual+midi+cable

A  IP connection must be established, through wifi which can be ad-hoc (direct to PC) or via an 
access point for the tablet or through  bluetooh 4.0 (  PAN profile only) for the experts.



Connexion procedure:

Check that the PC and Android device are both connected to the same LAN and that no firewall is 
blocking TCP 4444 and UDP 9013 Ports.

 Start the 7Pad server by double-clicking  7PadMidi.jar or using the java command provided in the 
run.bat file.

In the example below, a connexion script is starting the 7PadMidi server  and the wifi adhoc :
@echo off
netsh wlan start hostednetwork
start /B /MIN « absolute path to directory »\7PadMidi.jar
exit

The windows wifi adhoc connexion named hostednetwork is created when executing (only once ) 
this command as an admin:

netsh wlan set hostednetwork mode=allow ssid="sevenpad" key="sevenpad"

This connexion once started will make accessible a wifi direct acces point to the android device. 
The connexion will be listed as sevenpad with a password : sevenpad.

The started 7PadMidi server displays  its IP address for listening (the IP address of the PC on the 
LAN) and  for connecting 7Pad clients in the status bar, write or remember that address.

Launch the 7Pad  Android application then go to the 7Pad application menu:
Settings / Midi out / 7PADMidi network (wifi) out

Enter the previosuly displayed server IP address, with points, without port: 4444 and no spaces, for 
example: 192.168.0.24  is valid (the address will be saved by 7Pad for next login)

Select "Connect to server" in android menu,  the server is expected to confirm the  connection with
this state of the icon in the taskbar :

In case of error at this point, check your wifi and not blocking port 4444 in your firewall.

It is now imperative to input the server with the  midi device it will use to communicate.

When the connection is established the list of midi devices used on the server PC is transferred to 
7Pad.



Select  the MIDI Out Device menu item, then choose the device for your midi virtual cable :

This selection is saved by 7Pad for the next connection, and is normally required only at the first 
application login.

Congratulations you are now connected to your PC and 7Pad  with "Midi over WiFi”, now simply 
use the same virtual cable entry for your synthesizer to control it with 7Pad.

The procedure varies depending on your target software, you can use the midi input "Omni" of your
favorite plugin that meets all midi channels, or use 7Pad specific channels to control multiple 
sounds simultaneously.


